SNAKEBUSTERS - AUSTRALIA’S BEST REPTILES
THE BEST REPTILE SHOW FOR SHOPPING MALLS
Nothing pulls a crowd like reptiles at a shopping mall
with Australia’s BEST reptiles .
And no reptile show pulls a crowd like Raymond
Hoser’s Snakebusters, hands-on reptiles!
No other reptile outfit comes close!
The two main elements:
1 - World’s best deadly snake show, including
being the only one with the world’s top five
deadliest! It is also the ONLY legal deadly snake
show in Victoria!
2 - “hands-on reptiles”, where the people can
“hold the animals” (exclusive to Snakebusters).
No one else has this winning combination!
For shopping malls we usually do the following:
Starting is the world’s best “deadly snake show” from a
stage followed up with Australia’s ONLY “hands-on
reptiles” where the audience can HOLD THE ANIMALS.
This includes, crocodiles, pythons, lizards, frogs, etc.
No Snakebusters imitators does “hands on reptiles” and
therefore cannot possibly draw crowds remotely as
large.
With press promotion beforehand, using the
Snakebusters trademarks, the attendance at your mall
will be huge!
In a rare move, Snakebusters was granted the legally
enforceable trademark ‘Australia’s best reptiles”,
because we were able to demonstrate our superiority
to all others. Using this trademark to promote
Snakebusters will guarantee crowds at your mall to beat
any inferior outfits.
For everyone else, snakes means danger, public liability
risks, OH and S, and insurance headaches. But
Snakebusters are alone in using vet-certified “venomoid”
(devenomized) snakes for all public shows, and are
therefore the only “Legal” deadly snake show in Victoria.
Snakebusters is the only “No risk” venomous snake
show in the world and the only legal one in Victoria!
We have full public liability cover, WWC police checks,
Ethics Committee Approval, DSE permits, accreditations
and so on.
With our own PA system including up to four 200 watt
speakers and several large backdrop banners we can
literally “walk-in - walk-out” of a mall with a minimum of
set-up arrangement or time and in various situations.
The reptiles themselves are usually shipped in one or
two compact carrying cases which are removed from
the mall at the end of each day.
Pre-event advertising can be assisted with A-grade
photos, artwork and the like that we can supply.
Big malls already visited include most major Melbourne
malls including: Centro’s The Glen, Brandon Park, Box
Hill, Heidelberg, Karringal, Ringwood, Wodonga and
others, Stockland’s Pines, Savills Endevour Hills,
Pacific’s Werribee Plaza, Jam Factory, Century City,
Market Square, Greensborough Plaza and other GPT
malls, Barkly Square, Wyndham Plaza and numerous

regional malls. Snakebusters is owned by Australia’s
Snakeman, Raymond Hoser. No one has the experience
of him and his crew.
He published the “Bible” on reptiles and frogs in 1989
and his numerous books, scientific discoveries, TV
appearances and the like make him and his crew a
real-life legend and drawcard at any venue.
Note: Snakebusters typically pulls from three to ten
times the crowds of less experienced reptile shows (who
lack the deadly snakes and hands-on reptiles).
To protect mall owners, we generally refuse to book at
two nearby malls in a single holiday period.
We also enforce our trademark rights to protect
customers who expect “Australia’s best reptiles”, when
they
see
our
other
trademarks
used.
We won’t let imitators or their promoters market
themselves as “Australia’s best reptiles”.
So if you want Australia’s best reptile show at your mall
then book early to avoid disappointment.
For further details about
Snakebusters - Australia’s best reptiles,
phone: (03) 9812 3322
or 0412-777211
or visit.
www.snakebusters.com.au
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